
                                                    Class – 5th 

May Allah keep all of us safe & sound. We pray for your good health and peace of 

mind. Indeed, we are passing through a troublesome time. We can’t help much 

for our students as we are caught unnoticed and unprepared. We are just trying 

to keep them engage with their books by asking them to complete the following 

assignment. Please help your child to complete this as it will carry a weight-age of 

10 marks. They have to write it in their concern subject note books. They will have 

to show these assignments to their class teachers once the school re-opens. The 

assignment is based on Unit -2 syllabus. 

English & Urdu:- Read the prescribed lessons at least thrice and write a page 

daily. Underline the difficult words in book with pencil and write at least 10 new 

words  in your note book and use them in sentences. Learn the given poem both 

of English and Urdu. 

Eng. Gra:- Write the definition of Noun, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb and Adjective with 

examples. Write 50 (Word – Antonym), 50 (Word – Synonym), Write a moral 

story, A Paragraph on Spring Season. 

Urdu Gra.:-  Write Ek (1) se Pachas (50) tak ki ginti (Number & Words), 50 (Wahid 

–Jama), 50 (Muzakar – Muannas) and 50 (Lafz –Zid). Write 20 lines on Waqt ki 

Ahmiyat .(Sorry for writing in English transcription. Can’t excess in-page right 

now) 

Kashmiri:- Read & write a page daily from the prescribed lessons. 

S.St.: Read the lessons carefully, highlight the technical terms, Write them in your 

note books and learn their spellings. Write new words & main points given at the 

end of every lesson. Draw a globe showing different heat zones. Write and learn 

the name of Indian states and Union territories and their capitals.  

Sci.:- Read the lessons carefully, highlight the technical terms, write them in your 

note books and learn their spellings. Write info bytes, key bytes and recap given 

at the end of every lesson. Draw a picture of balance diet and write its 

importance. Make a list of 10 things you keep in first aid box. 



G.K:- Learn first 15 lessons. 

Math: Revise Unit -1 & 2 as many times as possible. This will help you in building a 

solid base. Also learn table up to 10. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the concern teachers of your ward and 

supervisors.  A contact list is being provided for your help. 

5th Blue –  Nowsheeba Mam - 7006936330 

5th Red – Wazira Mam 8494022979 

Supervisor – Sabia Mam - 9906782759 

Note:- This assignment must be completed by 14th April. If lockdown continues 1st 

Term study material will be provided with proper guidelines. 

 


